Abstract-This paper describes a new scheduling and allocation algorithm which optimizes a datapath-controller system for clock cycle time. The cycle time of a VLSI system depends not only on the characteristics of the datapath and controller in isolation but also on the interactions between them. A datapath may impose both arrival time constraints on controller inputs and departure time constraints on controller outputs. Late-arriving controller inputs may be generated by complex datapath functions, such as ALU carry-out, while early-departure controller outputs may be required to control slow datapath units. If the controller is not designed taking into account arrival and departure times, it may unnecessarily put control logic on the critical timing path. Our synthesis heuristic, which can be used in conjunction with other scheduling heuristics, identifies critical interactions between datapath and controller and reallocates/reschedules them to reduce system cycle time during high-level synthesis. Experimental results show that a unifiable scheduling and allocation (USA) can substantially improve system cycle time with only small area penalties.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper describes a new algorithm for performance optimization of datapath-controller systems. The algorithm minimizes the cycle time of the system by analyzing interactions between the datapath and the controller and using scheduling and allocation to avoid creating long critical delay paths which involve both the datapath and the controller. Because most high-level synthesis algorithms consider only the controller or datapath in isolation, this algorithm is an important tool for high-level performance optimization. Fig. 1 (a) is a behavioral description to be executed in a control step. If we do not use two multipliers to precompute the ( ) and ( ) operations, we would just need one subtracter and one multiplier to execute the description, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Because there are no data dependencies between the subtraction and the multiplication, ideally these two operations could be executed in parallel if we do not consider the controller's effect on the total system cycle time. Suppose that the subtraction has a delay of ns and the multiplication has a delay of ns, then the system cycle Manuscript received September 13, 1994 ; revised October 1995. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant MIP-9121901.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1063-8210(97)01952-5. time would be the maximum of and . In this case the estimated cycle time would be , because subtraction usually has a smaller delay than multiplication.
However, the controller also plays an important role in determining the system cycle time. In the past, interactions between datapath and controller have not been well considered in system design or estimation. To simplify synthesis, traditional approaches usually treat the controller and datapath separately and cannot take into account their interactions. Although the controller usually occupies less area than datapath components, Fig. 1(b) is still an idealization which oversimplifies the controller's influence on system cycle time.
In contrast, Fig. 2 shows how datapath and controller interactions can substantially increase the cycle time. In the controller of Fig. 2 , represents the condition , which is a primary input from the datapath into the controller; PS and NS denote present state and next state respectively; and are the controller's output signals, which are also the multiplexer select signals for the multiplier component in the datapath. In this configuration, datapath components may impose both arrival time constraints on controller input ( ) and departure time constraints on controller outputs ( and ) . The simplified controller can be encoded by a state assignment program JEDI [1] and implemented in a multilevel logic form using SIS [2] . Equation (1) shows the logic functions of and
An finite state machine (FSM) output is dependent on input if is a function of . If has no dependency on , is independent of . From (1), we notice that output signals and are dependent on the primary input . Therefore, the functional unit can not select the proper multiplication operands to perform the multiplication until the functional unit is done with the subtraction. In other words, the controller implementation introduces undesired dependencies between datapath components and . The multiplexer (MUX) select signals have to wait for the late-arriving input signals to continue the following datapath operations. As a result, operations and are actually not executed in parallel as predicted in Fig. 1(b) . In fact, they would be executed in a serial manner due to the undesired dependencies introduced by the controller implementation as described in Fig. 2 . The estimated system cycle time would be ( ) ns rather max( ) ns. Traditional high-level synthesis methods emphasize either the datapath or the controller, but make it difficult to study the interactions between them. As this example shows, datapathcontroller interactions can be subtle yet have a profound influence on the system cycle time. These problems occur at the cycle on which the conditional occurs-path-based scheduling algorithms try to share resources across conditionals, but do not consider the interaction between the conditional logic itself with the operations performed immediately afterward. One way to eliminate these long delay paths is to require every controller to be Moore machine. However, that solution introduces unnecessary memory elements. Our scheduling algorithm adds additional clock cycle delays only where required to minimize cycle time.
In previous work [3] , we demonstrated that in many cases the total time required for a schedule can be reduced by trading cycle time for the number of cycles. Reducing the cycle time of the controller-datapath system requires analyzing the timing of the control signals which flow between the two components. The undesired dependencies from the controller are usually related to the controller structure. Scheduling and allocation affect the design of the controller and its interaction with the datapath, helping to determine the delay of the controllerdatapath system. Therefore, to minimize system cycle time, we must simultaneously schedule the controller and datapath. In many cases, the undesired dependencies can be minimized by generating a unifiable controller structure [3] , which we will briefly review in Section II-C. The idea is to minimize the controller output's dependencies on late-arriving input signals from datapath components, so that controller output's departure time can be minimized to continue performing the remaining datapath operations.
In this paper, we propose a unifiable scheduling and allocation (USA) method, which is a mixed scheduling and allocation approach, to generate a unifiable controller. This approach is particularly useful when a system has both limited hardware and tight performance constraints-other approaches may slow down the circuit unnecessarily. Our ultimate goal is to minimize the unnecessary dependencies between datapath and controller so that system cycle time can be improved with very small to no area overhead. Our heuristics can be used in conjunction with other scheduling and allocation heuristics-our presentation of USA will be based on force-directed list scheduling and left-edge allocation. The USA heuristics, when used in conjunction with other heuristics, ensure that system cycle time and controllerdatapath operations will be taken into account during scheduling.
The next section reviews previous work in scheduling and allocation and dependency reduction in register-transfer machines. Section III describes our input representation and target architecture. Section IV uses an example to illustrate the ideas in unifiable scheduling and allocation and Section V explains the algorithms in detail. Experimental results are discussed in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Given a behavioral description, we can generate a corresponding internal design representation suitable for further processing. A basic block is defined as a straight-line sequence of operations without branches. A data flow graph (DFG) describes the basic block's data dependencies: a vertex corresponds to an operation and a directed edge corresponds to a variable and its associated data dependency. We refer to a data flow graph for whom a schedule has been found a scheduled data flow graph (SDFG). A control-data flow graph (CDFG) is a DFG with control flows. Scheduling and allocation algorithms usually work on design representations similar to DFG's and CDFG's. We will discuss CDFG's in more detail in Section III.
A. Scheduling
Scheduling approaches can be divided into time-constrained and resource-constrained scheduling [5] , [6] . Linear programming (LP) and integer linear programming (ILP) approaches have been used to solve the general scheduling problem by [7] , [8] . However, since both time-and resource-constrained scheduling are NP-complete [9] , most synthesis systems use heuristic scheduling methods. Most scheduling algorithms concentrate on scheduling of datapath operations and model delay only as the number of clock cycles required to execute a resource (which may be fractional in the case of chained resources). This simple model ignores the importance of the clock cycle time in determining the total time required to execute a sequence of operations and, as a result, do not consider the influence of control signals and controller delays on the system cycle time.
List scheduling, summarized in Fig. 3 , keeps a list of ready operations to be scheduled by a priority function. The algorithm schedules the nodes in the data flow graph starting from the sources and working toward the sinks, assigning the operations to a control step Cstep. The prioritize() function chooses which of the currently-ready operations are to be scheduled at the current control step. The exact function used by prioritize() to choose operators for scheduling can be modified to implement different scheduling heuristics: Splicer used the mobility of an operation as the priority function [10] ; Cathedral-II [11] and ELF [12] used urgency of an operation as the priority function; The HAL system's forcedirected list scheduling (FDLS) prioritizes based on force computations [13] . We will see in Section V that USA is based on force-directed list scheduling. While the details of the force computations are not essential to an understanding of USA, FDLS's forces model both the uniformity with which operations are allocated to resources over time and the effects of data dependencies on that allocation. USA augments the FDLS force computations with unifiability heuristics to determine which operations will be scheduled at each call to prioritize().
The work which has most closely considered logic delays in scheduling is by Kuehlmann and Bergamaschi, who added to HIS a timing-driven scheduling algorithm based on timing modules and behavioral timing networks [14] . Control flow timing network and data flow timing network were generated separately. Then these two networks were connected to model the interactions between the control flow and the data flow. However, a one-hot encoding model was used to represent each state in the control flow timing network. Onehot encoding usually produces designs which are inefficient in both area and testability; if a different encoding is used for the implementation, the results of the one-hot analysis are invalidated. Also, the delay estimation for scheduling was based on incremental addition of worst case delays on a limited number of timing modules.
The IBM high-level synthesis system HIS used a pathbased scheduling algorithm to minimize the number of control steps under given constraints such as timing and area [15] . Wakabayashi and Yoshimura [16] developed a different algorithm with similar optimization goals. These algorithms schedule operations on the legs of a conditional to maximize the commonality of the datapaths required for the conditionals, minimizing hardware requirements. These algorithms do not change the scheduling of operations across the conditionals. And as we will see in Section IV, some of the decisions made by these algorithms to minimize hardware cost have the side effect of decreasing system performance. Parallel compiler optimizations, such as program dependency graph (PDG) operations [17] , can be used to reorder operations in nested conditionals.
Other research into scheduling has attacked different aspects of the problem. Ku and De Micheli used a relative scheduling formulation to support operations with fixed and unbounded delays [18] . It emphasized interface synthesis whose delays are unknown at compile time but did not consider the interaction between datapath and controller delays. In controller synthesis, Nestor and Tamas presented a heuristic algorithm that exploits scheduling freedom to minimize the controller area [19] . Delay was not addressed in that work. They used Espresso [20] as a predictor, it was difficult to deduce dependency properties of the logic implementation from the schedule in this approach. Chaudhuri et al. [21] developed an algorithm which selects a clock cycle time during scheduling and allocation to optimize performance. Their work considers only datapath delays, not controller contributions to clock cycle time.
In the scheduling approaches discussed above, arrival/ departure timing constraints between the datapath and controller have not been taken into account to minimize dependencies on late-arriving signals and thus to improve system cycle time. The first scheduling work which considered this kind of controller-datapath interactions was MDS, which applied the minimal dependency concept to schedule controller events [3] . This work showed the first cycle time-number of cycles tradeoff. By increasing the number of cycles while reducing the clock period, the algorithm could in many cases reduced the total execution time (cycle time number of cycles) required for a computation.
B. Allocation
In general, allocation approaches can be categorized as decomposition, greedy constructive, or iterative refinement approaches [5] . Most previous work in allocation has concentrated on optimizing some combination of datapath resources, registers, functional units, and interconnect.
The REAL system introduced the left-edge algorithm, similar to the left-edge algorithm used in channel routing, for register allocation [22] . The left-edge algorithm considers the variables in order of the time step in which they are first defined. A register is considered available at Cstep if the last variable which was assigned to it has ended its lifetime at . Variables are assigned to registers greedily-previously defined and available registers are used first, then new registers are created. This greedy algorithm is optimal for acyclic scheduled data flow graphs, as shown by Kurdahi and Parker. As we will see in Section V, USA uses a modification of the left-edge algorithm, in which a variable is allocated to a register only if it surpasses a unifiability threshold.
The EMUCS systems used a global selection criterion to allocate the next element for minimal number of registers, modules and multiplexers [23] . The STAR package used branch and bound search for subtask space and performs a constructive binding followed by an iterative refinement for minimal hardware resources [24] . The OAS synthesizer applied integer programming model for scheduling and allocation for embedded VLSI chips [25] . A method for resource sharing and minimal control sequence based on condition vector has been presented in Cyber [26] .
These approaches did not try to predict the controller structure. As a result, allocation decisions could have adverse affects on the controller's delay and, therefore the entire cycle time of the entire controller-datapath system. MCD, developed by Huang and Wolf, first applied the minimal dependency concept in datapath allocation to reduce the controller delay on the critical path [27] . 
C. Controller Unifiability and Minimum Dependency
In earlier work, we introduced the unifiability optimization, which uses don't-care conditions in the controller to eliminate unnecessary dependencies of primary outputs on primary inputs. We developed an algorithm for minimum-dependency state encoding [28] . and assign the don't-care in the last row of Table I to be 0, we can write 's function as independent of . However, the nonunifiable output 's logic function will depend on primary input . We developed the PDS algorithm [28] to perform this minimum-dependency-driven don't-care assignment. After generating the symbolic state transition table, we encoded the states FSM-1 using standard methods and implemented it in multilevel logic form using scripts in SIS [2] . (SIS is a sequential logic optimization system which includes features from the combinational optimization system misII.) The relationship between unifiability and dependency is illustrated by the equations , where is a binary present state variable arriving around time zero. The unifiability of a binary controller output can be verified by performing XOR operation on its care output values with respect to branch states. That is, we need only look at the ones and zeros of a controller output values at conditional states.
If the XOR result is zero, then the output values must be either all ones or all zeros in addition to don't-care values. In this case, the output is unifiable and it will lead to a minimal dependency structure. On the other hand, if the XOR result is one, the output is not unifiable and the resulting controller structure is not desirable. Scheduling for minimal dependency and allocation for minimal dependency have been applied separately in our previous work [3] , [27] . In this paper, we present a mixed scheduling and allocation approach and use a symbolic PO controller rather than a binary PO controller to investigate unifiability even earlier in the processing stage.
III. INPUT REPRESENTATION AND TARGET ARCHITECTURE
A control data flow graph (CDFG) is a representation for a behavioral description with conditional branches. The vertices in a CDFG can be categorized as operation node , conditional node , and join node . Operation node denotes functional unit operation. Conditional node specifies the beginning of the operations following a branch condition, and join node denotes the end of the conditional operations. Variable in a CDFG is associated with the edge between vertices. Usually is a temporary value to be stored in a register or other storage unit. For instance, Fig. 4(a) is part of a CDFG derived from Sehwa [29] . In Fig. 4(a) , 7 and 8 are operation nodes; is a conditional node; , and are join nodes, and and are variables.
Conditional nodes and join nodes are important features which distinguish a CDFG from a data flow graph (DFG). For example in Fig. 4(a) , conditional node and join node imply that operations 7 and 8 are mutually exclusive due to the conditional branch introduced.
However, some CDFG benchmark representations do not give specific detail of the operation involved with conditional nodes. For instance, it is not clear to us what kind of operations are associated with the conditional node in Fig. 4(a) . By simply looking at the join nodes and above the conditional node
, it is also difficult to determine what operands are associated with the operations following the conditional node.
To overcome the problem, some previous work assumed that the conditional signal is an external signal generated from some operation not specified in the CDFG [30] , [31] . Because our goal is to generate both the datapath and the controller for a given CDFG benchmark, we would like to attach some more information to the conditional node operation. Fig. 4(b) is an annotated CDFG derived from Fig. 4(a) . In Fig. 4(b) , a "?5" node is used to denote the conditional node operation, where in this case it is a chained subtraction and comparison operation. The left branch is executed when the condition is false. The right branch is executed when the condition is true. The left and right operands will flow to the operation following the conditional node accordingly. With the modified configuration, we will be able to generate a consistent datapath and controller for a given CDFG.
Our target architecture is a configuration with a nonpipelined controller (as shown in Fig. 5 ) and a multiplexer-based datapath [5] . The dotted lines in Fig. 5 denote the signal communication between the controller and the datapath. Multiplexers are used at the inputs of both registers and functional units. We will discuss the extensions required to synthesize pipelined and multiple FSM controllers in Section VII.
Given an unscheduled CDFG, the synthesis goal is to find a scheduling and allocation method to minimize the system cycle time, including both the datapath and the controller. Minimal overhead in the number of control steps and area should be achieved. The cycle time and area are to be measured after the technology mapping of the logic design.
IV. AN EXAMPLE
USA is a mixed scheduling and allocation algorithm because it uses a model to predict the resulting allocation configuration in the course of the unifiable scheduling. We will use an example to introduce our unifiable scheduling and allocation (USA) approach in this section. Section V will describe the USA algorithm in detail.
A scheduled CDFG (SCDFG) is a CDFG where each operation has been assigned to a specific control step. Fig. 6 is part of an example SCDFG. For simplicity, we only show the conditional branch part in detail. In the following discussion, we will first assume that there is only one adder available to schedule and allocate the whole CDFG, and inputs , and are stored separately. In Fig. 6 , both and are bound to by conditional resource sharing. Because Fig. 6 also includes some allocation information, we call it an allocated SCDFG to differentiate that from a traditional SCDFG. The figure also shows a partial state transition table for the controller around the conditional. and are the left operand and the right operand of , respectively. The figure also shows the symbolic PO controller in which the primary outputs are still in symbolic form. The concept is similar to the symbolic control table in Bridge [32] .
According to Fig. 6, if is false, will be executed. Therefore in the state transition table, and will have and as the input, respectively. This is shown in the first row of state transition where primary input is 0 and present state is . Similarly if is true, and will become the inputs to . Fig. 6 also shows the multiplexer configuration for . The signal is used to select the appropriate input to . Similarly, is for . The controller for this datapath operates such that, when is false, and will become 0 to select and into and accordingly. Therefore, ( ) is performed on . Similarly, if is true, ( ) is performed on . In Section II-C, we discussed the concept of a unifiable controller. This scheduling and allocation shown in Fig. 6 produces a nonunifiable controllerand are not unifiable for with respect to the controller input . We can write formulas and , where present state variables are denoted in a symbolic form . The primary input of the controller is , which is a late-arriving input from the datapath into the controller. The multiplexer control outputs have undesired dependencies on the late arriving input. Therefore, it will slow down the operation to select the appropriate operands for the functional unit , and hence delay the addition operation. The total system cycle time will potentially be increased. The concept is similar to that of Fig. 2 in Section I.
If we use the symbolic PO table in Fig. 6 to investigate why the nonunifiable allocation of the SCDFG creates a nonunifiable controller, we will realize the reason is that and require different input operands for different primary input conditions with respect to a branch condition ( and in this case). Therefore, MUX select signals generate a unique value for every specific input operand in the binary PO controller. In this case, at least one distinct (i.e., nonunifiable) binary primary output is produced, as shown in the binary controller.
The discussion above explains the relationship between a unifiable allocated SCDFG, a unifiable symbolic PO controller and a unifiable binary PO controller. We define a few useful terms. can be determined by checking the existence of a unifiable allocated SCDFG or a unifiable symbolic PO controller, which can be detected earlier in the processing stage than using a binary PO controller. A binary PO controller cannot be generated until the multiplexer tree for interconnection is built. In Fig. 7 , the operation has been rescheduled to control step . As a result, the symbolic controller symbolic is unifiable. The multiplexer configuration is the same as in Fig. 6 . However, the corresponding binary PO controller becomes unifiable because the allocation of operations to function units has changed. Simultaneous consideration of scheduling effects on the controller and allocation effects on the datapath were required to synthesize a high-performance implementation.
V. ALGORITHMS
Having explained the idea of unifiable scheduling and allocation, we will describe the algorithms in detail. The unifiable concept can be embedded in existing scheduling and allocation methods. Here some well-known heuristic approaches will be chosen as the foundation of the USA program. The scheduling part of USA is based on the force-directed list scheduling (FDLS) method and left-edge allocation algorithm, both of which were described in Section II. USA could be adapted to other scheduling methods as well-we illustrate the USA heuristics using these well-known algorithms for specificity.
The unifiability of an operation node or a variable can be determined by the resulting controller structure's unifiability, which is related to both scheduling and allocation. USA defines constants unifiability, high, and low can be real numbers from zero to one where high low. The values of these constants can be set by the user to guide synthesis. We index the values high and low with subscripts to differentiate various allocated SCDFG's according to the cost of preserving controller unifiability. A threshold value is used in the functions unifiable_allocated_SCDFG() of Fig. 8 and allocate_variable_list() of Fig. 10 . If threshold low, USA acts like the force-directed list scheduling with left-edge allocation. If high threshold low, USA performs unifiable scheduling and allocation. Unlike FDLS, USA tries to allocate the current operation only if its unifiability passes the threshold. The thresholds are also computed such that, when scheduling outside the range at which unifiability affects clock period, the algorithm makes the same choices as FDLS or left-edge algorithm.
In USA, operations with lower forces and higher unifiability are scheduled first. then determines 's unifiability; the unifiability value, in turn, determines whether the operation will be scheduled on this control step or the next. There are several possible cases: 1) is executed unconditionally (the 1 case of Fig. 9 ), in which case it is given a high unifiability value; 2) is executed conditionally but another resource of the proper type is available in this control step so that 's unifiability is set high; 
3)
is conditionally executed and there are no unused resources available on this cycle (see Fig. 7 ), in which case 's unifiability is set to low. The second and third cases require the algorithm to recheck the available resources to find another resource of the same type which is not involved in the conditional. The function unifiable_allocated_SCDFG() actually allocates to the control step. But unlike standard FDLS, it schedules only if 's unifiability is above threshold. If not, as in case 3 above, will be deferred to a later schedule in order to make the control signals unifiable.
The complexity of the list scheduling with conditional resource sharing is where is the number of operation nodes in a CDFG. The while loops in the functions Listscheduling() and assign_ready_list() run at most iterations, respectively. The mutual-exclusivity test in the function assign_ready_list() takes at most comparisons. The complexity of USA's function assign_ready_list() in Fig. 8 is the same as the corresponding operation in FDLS. Because USA has the same structure as FDLS, its complexity is as well. Register allocation in USA starts with lifetime analysis of the variables in SCDFG. It is based on the left-edge algorithm, which performs register allocation in polynomial time by using the channel-routing analogy of packing horizontal segments into as few tracks as possible [22] . USA modifies the leftedge algorithm and allocates variables with high unifiability to the same register. USA's allocation algorithm is shown in Fig. 10 .
The register allocation algorithm of USA in Fig. 10 is similar to the standard left-edge allocation algorithm; however, register_unifiability() takes unifiability into account in which determines how aggressively register allocation takes unifiability into account. If the threshold is set very low, allocation operates exactly like the left-edge algorithm; as the threshold is raised, more decisions are made which take unifiability into account.
Left-edge allocation, while optimal for pure CFG's, is not optimal for specifications with conditionals. We have used leftedge allocation as the basis of our discussion and experiments due to its simplicity and clarity. As we have mentioned, the unifiability heuristic can be adapted to other allocation algorithms as well.
The complexity of our USA extension to the left-edge algorithm is the same as for standard left-edge allocation:
, where is the number of variables in the CDFG and is the number of variables allocated. The variables can be sorted in time, The mutual-exclusivity test in the function register_sharable() takes at most comparisons, since there will be at most registers created during allocation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Generation of Interconnected Controller and Datapath
Given a CDFG, USA can generate its corresponding allocated SCDFG and a system netlist consisting of interconnected controller and datapath. USA collects the allocated SCDFG for each control step and updates the symbolic PO controller according to all possible transitions in every control step. Multiplexer binding for functional units and registers is then created based on the symbolic PO controller; a point-to-point model for interconnection is used in this case. A balanced tree consisting of two-input multiplexers are generated for minimal area and balanced delay distribution for all multiplexer inputs.
The inputs to the controller are the output values of the conditional operations in the allocated SCDFG. USA generates MUX-select signals for functional units and registers and load signals for registers as the primary outputs of the controller. The final controller is in KISS format [33] acceptable by JEDI [1] . The datapath part is generated based on PDL++ type input format [34] . USA then combines the controller and datapath in blif format to be optimized by SIS [2] .
B. Comparison of Results
We compare the results from USA with those from traditional force-directed list scheduling and left-edge algorithms. We call the latter as the BASE algorithm in the following discussion. The benchmarks we used are from Sehwa [29] , Kim [35] , Maha [36] , and HAL [37] . They all have conditional operations. Given an unscheduled CDFG and optional resource constraints, we generate the allocated SCDFG's and the corresponding controller and datapath netlists for both USA and BASE. Scripts script.rugged and script.delay in SIS are used to perform logic optimization. The system cycle time are measured with library model after technology mapping using MCNC libraries [33] . is the total number of 2-to-1 multiplexers in the balanced two-input multiplexer tree for the functional unit. Similarly for . For these test cases, USA tends to use more multiplexers than BASE. We think that is because USA would usually generate a more balanced allocated SCDFG to available resources, whereas traditional resource sharing tends to be greedy and happens to use a few less multiplexers in these cases. For instance, suppose we have five inputs to bind to two resources and . USA would generate a binding with three inputs to and two inputs to , whereas BASE would produce a binding with four inputs to and one input to . In the former case, the total bit width of MUX select lines needed would be ; for the latter case, it would be . However, we think that the multiplexer overhead can be reduced and we will see later that the cycle time improvement is more significant than the area overhead.
We extract the cycle time (in nanoseconds) after technology mapping and define delay ratio as the ratio of (USA/BASE). Similarly area ratio is defined as the (USA/BASE) ratio in lambda area using MCNC standard cell libraries. Fig. 11 shows the mean delay and area ratio for the test cases above when bit width of the resources equal to 4, 8, and 16, respectively. According to the experimental data, the delay improvement increases as bit width increases. We think it contributes to the fact that as bit width increases, the datapath functional units take more time to generate control signals for the controller. Therefore, for a nonunifiable controller with unnecessary dependencies, it further delays the generation of BASE controller's primary output signals to control the remaining operations in the datapath. Fig. 11 also shows that delay improvement ratio is larger than area overhead ratio for in all cases. The area and delay ratio data are shown in Fig. 12 for bit width 4, 8, and 16 . Two lines, delay ratio 1 and area ratio 1, are also shown as reference lines. If a datum point is toward the origin (0, 0), it means that USA achieves both cycle time improvement and area reduction for that case. The data distribution shows that in most cases, USA produces cycle time improvement with small to no area overhead. 
C. Multicycled Operations
So far it has been assumed that each operation node in the CDFG takes one control step to be executed. In fact, operations with long execution time can be split into more than one cycle to further reduce system cycle time. This technique is called multicycling. USA can handle multicycled operations for a unifiable allocated SCDFG. The basic algorithms are the same except that lifetime analysis for resources needs to be updated accordingly [38] . Fig. 13 is a Branch CDFG example derived from the Cond CDFG in Section VI-B. This CDFG will be used to compare experimental results on multicycling. and are hardwired constants. The table compares variations on the design: Branch-is the same as the Branch CDFG except that the multiplier is multicycled over two cycles; Branchuses two multicycled multipliers instead of one, meaning that Branch-needs one more control step than Branch-. Fig. 14 shows the results from the BASE and the USA approaches. Now the multiplication operations span two cycles. Conditional resource sharing are applied for and . Because there is only one adder available, USA will defer the 2 operation to create a unifiable allocated SCDFG. Table IV shows some statistics in detail when bit width 4. USA has smaller system cycle time in all cases. There are two cases where USA achieves area reduction as well.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A mixed scheduling and allocation approach is presented in this paper to generate a unifiable allocated scheduled control data flow graph. USA takes a control data flow graph and optional resource constraints and applies the unifiable scheduling and allocation approach to generate the controller and datapath netlist for the entire system. Experimental results show that by generating a unifiable allocated SCDFG, unnecessary dependencies between datapath and controller can be reduced, and hence most of the datapath components can be executed in parallel rather than in serial with respect to conditional operations. The system cycle time is hence improved with small to no area overhead.
In our target architecture, we assume that the controller architecture is a single FSM. For a system with multiple FSM's, USA can be used to produce a unifiable structure for each FSM. By minimizing the dependencies between FSM's and its corresponding datapath operations, the entire system will have minimal dependencies as well. As for a pipelined datapath, the original datapath operation will be divided into several stages with storage units between them. In this case, USA will check the unifiability with respect to the branch state associated with the first stage of the pipeline operations. A unifiable allocated SCDFG can hence be generated. The unifiable concept can be extended to system cycle time estimation and be applied to a synthesis system with cycle time constraints in addition to resource and control step constraints. Power consumption can also be reduced by scaling the voltage due to minimized cycle time [39] .
